
We offer partners a yearly calendar with a series of specialized events that 
focus on one or two strategic topics. During 2021, Tomorrow.City will 
organize four Focus Sessions concentrated in Governance & Economy, 
Energy & Infrastructure, Mobility and Empowering Technologies.

Each Focus Sessions will offer participants a virtual space to explore the topic selected for that 
date, a place to share knowledge, facilitate dialogue and inspire action. A draft structure 
would be as shown on the right of this text.

Focus Sessions include two Expert Panels, which consist of one-hour digital sessions with four 
speakers zooming in on the most critical issues cities are facing, aimed at discussing and 
presenting the latest innovations or developments for specific challenges associated with the 
industry. After each Expert Panel, we offer partners the possibility to organize their own 
virtual event (we name this format Digital Side Event) leveraging on our new interactive 
platform and inviting our community.

So, we offer partners two possible formulas of participation:
• Participate in an Expert Panel.
• Organize a Digital Side Event.

DRAFT FOCUS SESSIONS’ STRUCTURE

SLOT 1 Expert Panel

SLOT 2 Digital Side Event

SLOT 3 Digital Side Event

SLOT 4 Expert Panel
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SLOT 6 Digital Side Event
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Expert Panel

In the 1-hour session (panel + Q&A) 

partners may select and invite a speaker 

on a panel made up of 1 chair and 3 

more speakers relevant to the industry 

and provided by the organization. 

Speaker proposed by the partner and 

approved by the organization. Session 

title and content defined by the 

organization. This product is not 

exclusive to one partner.

Price: €20,000

This proposal includes:

• Project management.

• Speakers’ technical secretary

• Content curation specialist.

• Speakers and Networking coaching.

• Promotion and outreach: 

• 1 email to our general database.

• 3 emails to our segmented 

database.

• Posts on social media.

• Community activation actions

• Branding in all communications 

about the specific Expert Panel.

• Registration management.

• Attendee support.

• Tech platform, recording (all sessions 

will remain available online on our 

platform).
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Network and business

Marketing leads

Talent acquisition -
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Digital Side Event

Price: €15,000

This proposal includes:

• Tech platform.

• Visibility in the Focus Sessions’ official

program.

• Reaching out to our community with

a communication action.

• Possibility of converting qualified

marketing leads.

• Branding in all communication about

the specific Side Event.

• Registration management.

• Attendee support.

• Tech platform, recording (all sessions

will remain available online on our

platform).

Brand awareness

Network and business

Marketing leads

Talent acquisition -
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Partners choose the content, title and speakers 

that will participate, as well as whether the 

session will be private or open to the 

participants of the Focus Sessions.

We provide a virtual space and platform for 

you to organize the activity that you need, with 

freedom of content and format according to 

the organization criteria.

This is a 45-minutes virtual room in our 

platform, in order to impact your strategic 

stakeholders with your own message.
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Tentative Schedule

EXPERT PANEL 2

Digital Side Event #4

Digital Side Event #3

Digital Side Event #2

Digital Side Event #1

EXPERT PANEL 1
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60 min
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SPEECH 1   (8’)

MODERATOR 
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PANEL SPEAKER

SPEECH 2 (8’)

SPEECH 3 (8’)

SPEECH 4 (8’)

PANEL WRAP-UP6’

Expert Panel Format
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Focus Sessions #1

even as different increasingly pressing worldwide issues such as connectivity, climate change or
the digital divide are global challenges, local and regional involvement is required to
stimulate an effective bottom-up transformation. these first focus sessions will draw out key
approaches on how local authorities, from a specific territorial vision, can start changing
things on a small scale, with the goal to be replicated on a bigger scale. on the one hand, we
will explore local governments' role in enabling an innovation ecosystem and building the
right infrastructures to prepare for a changing and very different world of work in the near
future. additionally, we will share insights into the enhancement of physical and digital
connectivity, and how local governments can tackle the existing challenges in this area.

April 22nd, 2021
Tentative date

Governance &
Economy



EXPERT PANEL I: How to stay physical in an ever-growing digital world.
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Connectivity is becoming a new human right. Access to medical services, education,
training and work opportunities increasingly depends on connectivity in today’s world. In
this context, how can local governments tackle the existing and widening inequalities in
the form of access to connectivity and the existing digital gap? Has digital infrastructure
and connectivity surpassed physical infrastructure in terms of its importance for local
development? As metropolitan areas become even more populated, urban and connectivity
challenges grow broader in scope and often call for policies and initiatives that extend
beyond local boundaries. How should these challenges be addressed at the metropolitan
level? What good practices and solutions can be implemented at the level of digital and
physical connectivity, infrastructure and basic services?

Focus Sessions #1: 
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Focus Sessions #1: 

EXPERT PANEL II: Digital skills: Getting ready for the future of work

Rapid technological advances are transforming the world of work, bringing both
opportunities and challenges. As the world is transforming towards a digital society, the
skills and infrastructures needed to meet the future's labour demands need to be upgraded.
What does the need for digital skills mean? How can these new skills help local businesses
and companies move forward? What is the digital skills gap? How is it affecting our local
economic development? What are the challenges and opportunities in the context of a
changing world of work and education? Are labour market policies adapting to meet
these new challenges and opportunities, especially for youth? What are the emerging skills
needed? How can local governments ensure and promote the acknowledgement of these
skills throughout their population?
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Focus Sessions #2 

An innovative approach to managing urban systems and infrastructures is a must for any city
seeking a leadership position in a much-needed sustainable urban future. Yet, what steps are
needed for cities to lower their carbon footprint and provide better urban services to their
citizens? How can greater efficiency in water and waste management be achieved? What
innovative solutions are being deployed in smart buildings and infrastructures to achieve more
sustainable cities? What actions should be prioritized in the pathway to effectively becoming a
resource-efficient and zero-carbon city? These focus sessions will bring clarity to these
matters, by sharing examples and success stories being implemented worldwide, together with a
vision of what is yet to come in the field of efficient infrastructures and urban systems.

MAY 27th, 2021

Energy &
Infrastructure
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Focus Sessions #3 

Artificial intelligence, cloud computing, IoT, robotics, artificial intelligence… you name it. The
panoply of technologies available to empower a more inclusive & safe urban future is never-
ending. Yet, their roll-out confronts us with significant challenges. In a time when privacy and
ethical concerns are on the rise, what principles should inspire the deployment of such
technologies to improve public services in a meaningful and sustainable way? Which of them
hold the greatest potential to improve the quality of life in our cities? These focus sessions will
bring together governments and industry leaders to discuss how to harness the full potential
of technology to address the most pressing social, environmental, economic and security
urban challenges.

July 15th, 2021
Tentative date

Empowering
Technologies
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Focus Sessions #4 

The current pandemic has impacted the transport sector profoundly, and in addition to such
recent events, the last few years have widely expanded urban mobility options in response to
citizens’ growing need for multiple forms of transportation in the urban scenery. Drawing
from the current and upcoming wide range of forms of mobility, what can we expect from the
future of transportation in cities? How can mobility patterns adapt to citizens’ needs in the
face of such current challenges moving forward? In these focus sessions, urban mobility leaders
and experts working at the front line of the future of mobility will share insights on the
breakthroughs that we can expect in the near future, and how cities are already advancing in
such directions.

Sept 16th, 2021
Tentative date

Mobility



https://tomorrow.city
tomorrow.city@firabarcelona.com
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